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Key Takeaways

◦ Identify key benefits of becoming a better business partner

◦ Develop a team of influencers

◦ Create illustrative stories instead of simply reporting numbers

◦ Become a Strategic CFO / Finance Team



"A finance business partner is a finance professional who works 
alongside other business areas, supporting and advising their strategic 
and operational decision making through insights that drive better 
business performance."

– Chartered Institute of Management Accountants



Business Environment



"It is not the strongest of the species that survive, 
nor the most intelligent, but the ones most 
responsive to change."

– Charles Darwin, On the Origin of Species



Video
Play Video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWYGjQxcxXU&t=2s


Netflix has won: Blockbuster is closing its last retail stores
-Washington Post, November 6, 2013



Competition



Pressure From The Market



Video
Play Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IzG4PzX07mU


"The heart of strategy is the answer to 
two fundamental questions: Where will 
you play, and how will you win there?"

– A.G. Lafley, Playing to Win 



Key Takeaways 

• Businesses are constantly under pressure from various competitive forces at 
play, and not all of them are clearly visible

• Pressure will also come from shareholders and other stakeholders (customers, 
employees, regulators/government, etc.)

• The businesses that survive and thrive are the ones that are able to anticipate 
change and ensure the organization is responsive

• In navigating this environment, businesses need to constantly evaluate their 
strategic direction

• Ask the question "Where do we play, and how do we win?"



The Role of Finance



3 Questions of a CFO



Financial Regulations and Corporate Governance



Key Takeaways 

• Strategic CFOs ask three questions: What, Why, and What if?

◦ Based on "What" (e.g., financial results)

◦ Analyze "Why" (e.g., revenue was down due to lower volume sold)

◦ Evaluate outcomes of alternative strategic and operational decisions by asking 
"What If" questions (e.g., raise price)

• However, regulatory compliance has become more onerous on companies 

◦ Forcing CFOs and finance departments to spend more of their time on 
compliance and stewardship

◦ This means spending more time answering "What" questions and less on 
"Why" and "What If?"

• Thus, Finance teams must find ways to increase productivity on business-as-usual tasks so 
that they can re-allocate time to becoming a business partner



Becoming a Business Partner



Finance as Business Partner



Finance as Business Partner



Finance as Business Partner



Finance as Business Partner



Finance as Business Partner



Examples of Questions that Strategic CFOs Ask

• What are the dominant constraints that hold back your company’s growth, and how might 
you overcome them?

• What is the greatest uncertainty facing your company, and what can you do to resolve or 
navigate it?

• What is your greatest area of spend where there is a lot of uncertainty about return?

• Are your company’s financial and growth goals ambitious enough?

• What could disrupt your company, and what can finance do about it?

• What would you like your company to stop doing?



Keys to Becoming a Business Partner

• Demonstrate ability and willingness to analyze—not just assemble—financials; be able to 
translate data/numbers into actionable insight

• Learn the business end to end, not just the numbers; understand how to link the business to 
the numbers

• Learn the landscape of the key players and stakeholders.  Learn how decisions are made, 
and how you can influence that decision

• Increase productivity on the "Assemble" part of your work, so that you can allocate more 
time to "Analyze," "Advise," and "Drive"

• Push the business to face the brutal facts; also find ways to bring the business back to first 
principles: value creation 

• Put systems and processes in place to support and enable the outcome

• Build relationships with key stakeholders, understand their interest, and find common 
ground to influence the outcome



Example: Driving Execution 
of the Company's Strategy



   



Example: Supporting the Strategy 



Supporting the Company's Strategy

Source: Ingredion Inc. (NYSE: INGR) Investor Presentation



Supporting the Company's Strategy

"This acquisition will vertically integrate our manufacturing base for specialty 
ingredients. In addition to reducing costs, it gives us more control of the supply 

chain, with added food safety and sustainability benefits." 

– Ingredion Inc. press release, November 30, 2016



Example: Install Processes and 
Systems to Drive Accountability 

and Outcomes 



Review the Incentive Structure

• You get what you measure

• Management often focuses on strategy and the steps to execute the strategy ("Where do 
we play?")

◦ ...but then miss the step of putting in place a structure or process that drives 

the desired outcome ("How do we win?")

• For example, profit and working capital targets as part of sales incentive plan, instead of 
just revenue growth target

• Finance can play a very important role ensuring that the organization is positioned to 
deliver the winning strategy



Conclusions & Takeaways



Keys to Becoming a Business Partner

• Demonstrate ability and willingness to analyze—not just assemble—financials; be able to 
translate data/numbers into actionable insight

• Learn the business end to end, not just the numbers; understand how to link the business to 
the numbers

• Learn the landscape of the key players and stakeholders.  Learn how decisions are made, 
and how you can influence that decision

• Increase productivity on the "Assemble" part of your work, so that you can allocate more 
time to "Analyze," "Advise," and "Drive"

• Push the business to face the brutal facts; also find ways to bring the business back to first 
principles: value creation 

• Put systems and processes in place to support and enable the outcome

• Build relationships with key stakeholders, understand their interest, and find common 
ground to influence the outcome



Questions?

Erik Saito
General Manager, 
Asia Pacific 





Introduction 





Asia-Pacific presence and large specialty business

• $740 million net sales, 12% of Ingredion
• World-class tapioca supply chain from 

Thailand, a recent rice ingredient 
acquisition

• Local sales and solutions via 12 regional 
Ingredion Idea Labs® serving customers 
in 19 Asia-Pacific countries 

• Investments in specialty capacity 
expansion in China, Thailand, and South 
Korea

• Well positioned to benefit from 
urbanization and growing middle class


